ASAP90 – BACKGROUND
The Sustainable Development Goals represent one of the
most significant initiatives in contemporary human

history. With a target of achieving all 17 goals by 2030,

the clock is ticking to ensure that the most pressing issues

of today are addressed. The media has a major and central
role to play in helping humankind succeed in securing its
future on this planet.

ASAP90 is a major and ambitious invitation-only conference that will bring together over 250
media practitioners, specialists in sustainability, journalists, editors and politicians. The

conference will kick-start conversations among the media industry and develop a collaborative

approach to engaging the public in discussion and debate about how the SDGs can be achieved.
The conference intends to put in place an accord between media companies to establish ways
to work together on this vital project.

ASAP90 is the centrepiece of the 90th anniversary of
Taiwan’s international broadcaster, Radio Taiwan

International. RTI has a rich heritage in bringing awardwinning stories from and about Taiwan to audiences

throughout the world. Now, as it begins its tenth decade,
RTI is positioning itself at the centre of initiatives around
sustainability and other major issues of our age.

The Association for International Broadcasting, the global trade association, is working with RTI
on this ambitious and important event. The AIB and RTI are committed to ensuring that the
conversations started at the conference continue over the coming months and years,

broadening the discussion to include other major media companies throughout the world.
To ensure that ASAP90 addresses the concerns of citizens in the Asia-Pacific region, there will
be vox-pops screened at different points during the day. Gathered from key locations around

the region by the AFP news agency, these vox-pops will help to inform the debate and

demonstrate the level of understanding that exists about sustainability in different territories.
ASAP90 takes place on 27 and 28 September 2018 in Taipei.

ASAP 90 – OUTLINE AGENDA
Thursday 27 September 2018

The Ballroom, Grand Mayfull Hotel, Taipei

0800 Registration, coffee and networking
0900 Welcome to ASAP90
Radio Taiwan International Chairperson Lu Ping and

Association for International Broadcasting CEO Simon

Spanswick welcome delegates and set out the reasons for

staging this important event and look at the objectives that
the conference is working towards.
0915 Presidential Address

Taiwan’s President Tsai Ing-Wen addresses ASAP90

1030 Coffee and networking
1100 Regional Issues, Global Impact

There are many challenges facing the Asia-Pacific region in the areas of climate change,

poverty reduction, education, pollution and equality. These are important subjects which,
when tackled together, can help the human race develop in a more sustainable way. This
session will explore the way that organisations from NGOs to governments to

commercial enterprises, can define and lead debate on sustainability as the clock counts
down to 2030.
Chair

Panellists

Cedric Alviani, RSF [TBC]
Larissa Baldwin, GetUp!

Chandran Nair, Global Institute for Tomorrow
Wang Yun-Yi, Chair WPD

Lin Nien-Tzu, Dharti Mata Sustainable Workshop

1300 Lunch and networking

1400 Making Media Sustainable

As media companies seek to encourage debate and discussion of issues of

sustainability, it is vital that they take the lead in achieving sustainability and social

parity themselves. In the UK, the “Albert” project is helping reduce the impact of TV, film
and radio productions on the environment. We’ll hear about the challenges facing the

media as they attempt to improve from within, as well as examples of how producers,
journalists and production companies have implemented changes within their own
organisations to innovatively combat inequalities and unsustainable traditions.
Chair

Panellists

Jane Worthington, IFJ

Rosa Canela-Mas, Albert Project

MayYi Lee, Fox National Geographic

Joshua Griffin, Diversity & Inclusion Lead, SBS
1515 Tea and Networking
1545 City View

How do cities address the many and diverse issues of sustainability to

ensure that they are places fit for the future? Cheng Wen-Tsan, the Mayor
of Taoyuan City highlights the work that his administration is undertaking.
1615 Leading the Conversation – Sustainability for Everyone

What are successful routes to engaging the audience on issues of sustainability? How can we
encourage discussion and involvement in the debate, without shouting at viewers and

listeners? The session will explore the need for clever programming that delivers impact and
encourages the audience to continue the conversation among themselves, multiplying the
effect of sustainability programming. It will also construct a plan for media companies to
collaborate over the coming months and years for the benefit of humankind.
Chair

Panellists

John Maguire, France Médias Monde

Susan Afan, Managing Director, ABS-CBN Foundation

Masato Kajimoto, PhD, Assistant Professor of Practice Journalism and
Media Studies Centre, University of Hong Kong

Ying-Shih Hsieh, member of RTI’s board of directors and Chair
of the Environmental Quality Protection Foundation (EQPF)
[pictured right]

1730 Looking Ahead: Collaboration for Good

It’s all very well coming together for conferences that discuss the issue of sustainability
and the media, but how can we capitalise on what we’ve debated and learnt at this
event? What actions do we need to take to deliver real, tangible benefits to our
audiences – and by extension the planet – in a time of climate change, political

uncertainty and increased access to information? This session will draw together the

threads of the conversations that have taken place and explore the ways in which media
can collaborate for the good of the planet and all its inhabitants.
Chair

Panellists

Stan Grant, Journalist, ABC Australia

Lee Ying-Yuan, Minister, Environmental Protection
Administration [pictured right]

Lu Ping, Radio Taiwan International

Simon Spanswick, Association for International
Broadcasting

1830 Drinks Reception
1900 RTI 90th anniversary Gala Dinner

Including the presentation of the inaugural AIB
Asia-Pacific Sustainability Awards and the RTI
Going Green video competition. Musical
entertainment will be provided by the

internationally-renowned Ju Percussion Group

Friday 28 September 2018
Glory Meeting Room, Grand Mayfull Hotel, Taipei
0930 ASAP90 Workshop

A half-day interactive workshop aimed at younger people that will bring together media experts
to explore issues raised during the conference on Thursday and to discuss, with invited

members of RTI audiences, ways in which media organisations can cover sustainability
effectively for the benefit of all.

The workshop will include an overview of the preceding day’s discussions presented by Stan
Grant, journalist at Australia’s ABC.
0930 Challenges Telling Stories

This session will cover issues such as press freedoms, censorship, fake news, inclusivity and
diversity, etc.

1050 Telling Challenging Stories

This session will cover new media and the stories that need to be told such as sustainability
issues.

Notes

ASAP90 will be in English, with simultaneous translation into Chinese.
All timings shown in this document are provisional.

